specially-prepared electrodes;

Chargp clusbr
energu/ devices
A new techrblogy - with strong commerciaipotential - of highdensity charge clusters deserves the
attention of allthose seeking viable means in clean
energy technology.

SOIIE CHARGE CLUSIER DEVELOPTIENTI;
The ..loa€ph Papp Englne functions when highdEnsity cfi alg€
Oroduc€d ' . Seo also rhe Jlmmy sabod

i'ji""Ir"""

O*"n,

The Paulo and Al€xstdra Corr€a plasma devi@ is bell€vod
to be a high-deFity dtarge cluster phenomenoo2.

The Pantone GEET machino apparently produces charge
clustdrs whi.fi may be the €nergy source ot this invendon3.

Ths Cinclnna0 Gaoup excsss h€at and .adioactive r€duclion
is a c harge-lust€r-related phenomenon4.

Kennelh Shoulds/s achlewmgnt ol over 30X as much elect ical ouFut as input is a high-density chargedusl€r tedtnology".

fhe Plasm*tnlectd TransmutaUon
Fox, Shang-Xan
-Jln and Rob€ll
clusl'ir lechnology".

in

low-pressure

gases;and, are usually present in sparksandarcs.

patent pending of Hal
Bass is bassd on cfiarge-

Llthilt n augnenb on ol boilor combustion lo increas€ fuel
effcklncy ls b€li€v€d to b€ due to chargs duster tormalionT.
The Ohmorl Efiectis obviously an application ol plasma-injec{ed transmuiatond. (At the T,vnaryy tnc. tabo&toty, we
change one ol ou decllodes to Tungsten and got raAJ@d
ndiaactivity ftom our reactot, as cited by f. OhnE and
ladahko nEuno, btn notds mLEh rcducion as using zirconium eletrcdes,)

charge clusters and cold fusion
High-density charge clusters are composed of
several micro-sized entities formed in a ring having a diameter ot about 20 microns. The ring, or
"necldace' of charge clusters travel in a direction
perpendicular to the plane ol the dng. Charge
clusters are produced in a variety of ways: by
lightning; in some liquids, by tield emission from

Charge clusters can pick up and transport positive
ions- The ratio ot positive ions to electrons is about
1 in a million. Therefore, the positive ions can be
caried by the charge clusters and move toward a

positively-charged anode with about the same
velocity as an electron. 5,@0 volts will produce
charge-cluster velocities of about 0.1 the speed of
lighl ln classical physics, positive ions moving at
this speed can produce nuclear reaclions on a
target. This is a primary motivation lowards the
development of devices and/or systems that can
be used to reduce the radioactivity of radioactive
slurries and to stabilize spent fuel pellets from
nuclear power plants.
The method by which high-density chargeclusters
produce excess thermal energy in cold-fusion experim^ents was tirst elucidated by Kenneth Shoulders Y (see also.' Vol. 9(11). Briefly, palladium in a
cold fusion c€ll is loaded with deuterons and becomes stressed and brittle (hydrogen embrittlement). At random times and places, the palladium
crystal lattice cracks. The separation of trillions of
ionic bonds produces a large (several thousand

volts) potential across the crack which lasts for
pico- seconds belore discharging through the con-

ducting metal lattices. These are suitable conditions lor the production of a charge clustet from
the cathode side ol the crack by field emission
(fracto-emission); the enthinment by the charge
cluster of deutrons; the acceleration of the combined charge cluster to fractional light velocities;
the impacl ol the combined charge cltister on the
anode side; and, the resulting nuclear reactions
produced by the high-velocity deuterons impacting the palladium (with the resultant thermal energy f rom nuclear reactions).

other chargFcluster observations
Though the production and role of the charge
clusters may not be readily apparent to the several
inventors cited above, a best explanation for much
of the excess heat or excess energy may be the
production and impact ot charge clusters. Charge
clustersare being observed by an increasing number of experimenters while others may be unknowingly using charge clusters. The excess energy in

lhe tl1flthdlmftha machinelo may be due to the
creation ol charge clusters.
Atthough the initial discovery ol charge cluste,s
was made by Kenneth Shoulders more lhan 10
years ago, others have also independently discov-

ere(l the phenomenon- These are, in order of
discovery: llynock in Belarusl l; Sten Gl€eson
and Rod I'leal of the Clnclnnatl Grcupl2; G. A.

Mssyats in Russial3 and Shang-Xlin Jln in
Chirla''. M€syats name the charges'ectons" and
Jin and his group use the term, 'pseudosparks'.
Once observed, charge clusters are lound to be
ubiquitous. The examination of an aircraft slruck
by lightning was found to have numerous small
pits that are readily recognizable as charge cluster
impacts. Ball lightning is believe to be a large and
stable charge cluster. Those who have maintained
internal combustion €ngines using spark plugs
and a distributor may note that the pits made in the
electdcal contacts in the distdbutor as a result of
the the capacitor being taulty.

Charge cluders do not always prodrrce nuclear
readions. There appears to be a necessary energy threshold for nrrclear reactions to occuf.
Shoulders erplains this threshold phenomenong.
It is possible that ovor the millennia, the elements
in the crust of Earth may have been greatly rnodified by lightning-produced cha8e clusters. lt appears that the relative abundance of the elements
may be the result of such lightning strikes and the
charge-cluster caused Sansmutations.
Charge clusters have been observed but not fully
recogniz€d for some decades. Sparking in elec-

trodes Was reponed belore the 196G during investigatigns ol luminescence in electrodes in
aqueous sohJtions
When an increase in electrode voltage resulted in sparking, experimental

''

inlerest ceased.
ln a,lueous solutions, charge cluslers provide une)pected results, including the stabilization of radioactive nuclei. Shang-Xian Jin has conducted
many eperiments using naturally-radioactive thorium in Tr€nergys attempts to more fullv undersiand the transmutation phenomenonl6 17 18.
As an example of the possible operation of charge

clusters in some ol the projects cited about, con-
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sider the case of the Jossph Papps engine(Us
Patent 4,428,_1-93 dated January 31 1984) and the
Saboripatenfo. The Papp engine used.iung"ten
point mounted on brass or copper electrode inside
the chamber lilled with a mi)dure of noble gasesUnder the influence ot arcing from the eleclrode,
it is b€lieved that when charge clusters are produced that the charge clusters in their travel from
cathode to anode ionize the noble gases, causing

them to expand rapidly and that the e)qpanded
ionized gases impel the pis{on and that this cr€ates power delivered to the crankshaft lt is pmbable that ttlose skilled in the production of charge
clusters could improve on this engine.

Fig.

1

Fhul! l.

Charge

dEtors stabllizlng rdioactivo nudei.

Shoulders Fported at least one experiment in
which charge clusters were produqed that measured about 50 microns indiameterle. The resuhing
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) when the charge
cluster impacted the anqde caused the malfunction ol some lransistors in equipment unrelated to
the e)periment. Replication ol results should be
done in screen rcomsora Faraday cage to prevent damage to lab equipment. The interesting
point is that the sizes ol charge cluster (as a
function of increasing input energy) appear to be
quantized in sizes. This e)perimental observation
deserves considerable attention because it suggests some basic understanding of electromagnetic phenomena hitherto unknown or untreated
in science.
A charge-cluster-producing device can be charac-

terized as having 3 inter-related parts: (1) where
the charge cluster is formed at, or closely adlacent
to, the cathode; (2) the space where the charge

cluster leaves the cathode; and, (3) the anode
area where the charge cluster lands or impacls.
The entire assembly may be no larger than an inch
in length. Changes made inone part olthe assem-

bly are almost always reflected into other parts.
The very high local electric and magnetic field
strengths in the vicinity of a typical charge cluster
create interesting results. These strong fields may
be the major factor that influences the design of a
charge cluster device so that a supposed beneficial change in one part of the device necessitates
dimensional adjustrnents in other parts to retain
desired results. There will probably be many theses reporting on studies of parameter changes in
chargecluster-producing devices.
For opumum device perfonnance, it is desireable
to be able to crcate, launch and extmct energy
from charge clusters produced at verfy high repe.
titiorr rates. The parameters that alfect the repetition rate need to be evaluated. Without more
adequate anaMicaltools, this process can require
numercus experiments and deserves study and
reporting.

observlng charge clustels
5e

m,

techniques can be
devr;loped tor the visual observation of charge
clusters. He describes the invention and use of an
electron pin-hole camera to provide visual stopaction pictures ol charge clusters. This approach
has been able to capture Mdeo images of charge
clusters in 50 pico-second duration. Such instrumentation needs to be developed, improved and
commercialized tor further exploration of this technolagy.
As shown by Shoulders

As shoivn by Jin ef a/e, the local electric and
magnetic field strengths ot charge clusters are
some order of magnitude than any such field previously produced inthe laboratory. This phernmenon can be considered as a method of creatino a
chargerluster-based probe having unusual characteristics to probe various materials or even the
stru(rture of space itself. lf there is an aether (vacuum continuum, etc.), the charge cluster is a likely

strcws pictures of cylindrical tubes or holes, about
20 microns in diameter, drilled through aluminum
oxide. The energytodrill (sublimate) the aluminum
oxide is many times larger than the energy used
to create the charge cluster. This observation

alone signals the need tor thorough study ol
charge clusters- What is the source of the energy
that allows the charge cluster to vaporize alumF
num oxide and produce long cylindrbal holes
many times longerthan the diameterof the charge
cluster?

Based on a suggestion by Shang-Xian Jin, the
capability of using high-density charge clusters to
make table-top particle acc^eleratoF was included

in the patent applicationo for plasma-injected
transmutation. Such particle accelerators should
be developed and prcvkled as a low-cost instrument for the study of nuclear effec{s. such an
instrument should be able to be prcduced so inexpensively that even well-funded high-school labo-

ratories could have particle accelerators lor the
study of nuclear reactions-

future cluster devlces
The capability ot charge cluster lo ionize a variety
ol dielectdc materials (including a range of gases,

liquids and solids) suggests a vari€ty of eperiments. Coupled with the obserued ability to carry
some ol these positive ions, this ionizing capability
suggests a wide range of eperiments in whlch
chargscluster apparati can be used to provide
various nuclear reactions. lt should be experimentally determined to what extent a typical charge
cluster can carry heaw ions. lt appears reasonable lor charge clusters to ionize hydrogen, deuterium and helium and carry protons, deuterons or
alpha particles- Such particles can be accelerated
to tractional light speeds by easily-achieved electric potentials. What needs to be experimentally
detemined is whether a charge cluster can cany
positive nitrogen ions and to what extent that such
heavy ions can b€ transported and acceleratedCan ionized aluminum oxide provide heavy positive ions than can be used at impacting particles?
That question needs to be answered.

candidate for exploring the nature ol space.
It is suggested that the study and use ot

The very high electric field strength in the close
vicinity of a charge cluster allows such a cluster to
ionize any dielectric material in its path. Shoulder

highden-

sity charge clusters may be the most promising
factor in the development of commercially viable,
new energy devices and systems- The production
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ol excess thermal energy, excess electrical energy, the sfabilization of radioactive materials, the

procluction of scarce elements from bountiful
ones, the development of table.top accelerators
and an improved understanding of electtomagnetism all seem possible with thefurtherdevelQment
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